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Introduction
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is a major contributor to cancer incidence and mortality worldwide. It is the third leading cause of cancer-related mortality globally and
the seventh largest contributor in the USA.1–3 HCC accounts for 90% of primary liver
cancers, with the remaining 10% being mostly cholangiocarcinoma.4 The incidence and
mortality rates increase with age, and are higher in men than women.5 Recent data from
the SEER registry showed that mortality due to HCC in the USA continues to rise.5
The most important risk factor for HCC in the USA is hepatitis C infection, followed
by hepatitis B infection, which account for almost 75% of cases. Other risk factors
implicated in the development of HCC include iron overload syndromes, nonalcoholic
fatty liver disease, obesity, and diabetes.6 All these risk factors are known to cause
hepatic injury that, over a period of time, progresses to fibrosis and cirrhosis, which is
a well-known precursor of HCC.7 Many patients with HCC have advanced disease at
the time of diagnosis, contributing to low survival rates. Most patients also have poor
liver function due to cirrhosis, which also contributes to the grave prognosis of the
disease. In contrast, patients who are diagnosed at an early stage of HCC (when the
tumor size is small, without any vascular invasion) have a high 5-year survival rate (up
to 80%) with use of a number of treatment strategies, including liver transplantation.8
Despite improved outcomes with early diagnosis, high recurrence rates (up to 70%)
after treatment poses a significant problem.
Endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) has assumed an important role in the evaluation
of the gastrointestinal tract in the past few decades. It has evolved from a purely
diagnostic imaging modality to an interventional procedure that provides a minimally
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Abstract: Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is an aggressive tumor and a leading cause of
cancer-related deaths globally. The mortality rate remains high despite many advances in
treatment. HCC is frequently diagnosed late in its course due to lack of classical symptoms at
earlier stages. Endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) has emerged as an important diagnostic tool for the
diagnostic evaluation, staging, and treatment of gastrointestinal tract disorders. EUS-guided fine
needle aspiration has been a valuable addition to EUS by being able to obtain tissue under direct
visualization. Here, we review the potential role of EUS in the diagnosis and management of
HCC. EUS seems to be a safe and reliable alternative method for obtaining tissue for diagnosis
of liver cancer, especially for lesions that are inaccessible by traditional methods. EUS could
play an important role in the diagnosis and management of HCC.
Keywords: endoscopic ultrasound, fine needle aspiration, hepatocellular carcinoma, hepatoma
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invasive alternative to interventional radiological and surgical
techniques. EUS incorporates a high frequency ultrasound
transducer into the tip of the endoscope to provide high
quality images of the gastrointestinal tract and structures in
close proximity to it. EUS offers better imaging than transabdominal ultrasound by obtaining images transluminally. The
two major designs of EUS scopes are radial and curvilinear.9
Radial imaging achieves a cross-sectional view that is perpendicular to the long axis of the scope, whereas the linear
echo endoscope provides imaging parallel to the long axis of
the scope.9,10 The major advantage of the linear over the radial
echo endoscope is its ability to perform fine needle aspiration (FNA), as the projecting needle can be visualized along
its length.11 EUS has been used to perform FNA of a wide
variety of lesions, especially those that are difficult to access
by traditional methods.12 The ability to obtain a tissue sample
by direct visualization with EUS affords the opportunity for
prompt and accurate diagnosis. EUS-FNA has been used to
acquire tissue from lesions within the gastrointestinal tract
and also from structures in close proximity, including the
lymph nodes, adrenal glands, kidneys, and lungs, with the
pancreas and lymph nodes being the most commonly biopsied sites.13 FNA has improved the sensitivity and specificity
of EUS imaging in distinguishing benign from malignant
lesions.14 The use of on-site cytopathology interpretation
has further improved the diagnostic yield of EUS-FNA by
helping to ensure that the samples obtained are representative
of the target organ and adequate for diagnostic purposes.15,16
The procedure is safe, with a complication rate of 1%–2%,
which is similar to that of computed tomography (CT) or
ultrasound-guided FNA.17,18 EUS has been incorporated
into algorithms for staging and management of pancreatic,
esophageal, gastric, and rectal cancers. This paper reviews
the role of EUS in the diagnosis and treatment of HCC.

Diagnosis of HCC
The American Association for Study of Liver Disease guidelines recommend screening high-risk patients with chronic
liver disease with ultrasonography at 6-monthly intervals.19
Cost-efficacy analysis has shown surveillance to be beneficial for high-risk patients; the risk exceeds 1.5% per year
in patients with cirrhosis from any cause and 0.2% per year
for those with hepatitis B.20 Any nodule .2 cm detected on
surveillance ultrasound is evaluated further with triple-phase
CT or magnetic resonance imaging. The diagnosis can be
made without histological confirmation if a lesion .2 cm
demonstrates arterial hypervascularity and “wash out” in
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venous phase on one imaging modality or if alfa fetoprotein
is $200 ng/mL.20 Even for nodules measuring 1–2 cm,
biopsy is not required if a characteristic vascular pattern is
seen on two separate imaging modalities or in one test with
alfa fetoprotein .200 ng/mL. If imaging does not show
these features, then the diagnosis has to be made by biopsy.
Thus far, the CT/ultrasound-guided percutaneous approach
has been the most commonly used modality for biopsy of
liver lesions.
Several staging systems have been proposed for HCC,
of which the Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer staging system
is the one widely used in clinical practice and also in clinical trials investigating management of HCC.21 It takes into
account the relevant parameters of all important dimensions
and divides patients into very early/early, intermediate,
advanced, and end-stage disease. Early-stage HCC patients
should be considered for potentially curative options such
as resection, radiofrequency ablation, and transplantation.
Patients at intermediate stage benefit from transarterial
chemoembolization, whereas patients at an advanced
stage are treated with newer agents like sorafenib. Finally,
patients at end-stage HCC with Child C cirrhosis receive
palliative care.

Role of EUS in diagnosis of liver
lesions
A case series published by Nguyen et al22 back in 1999
showed the superiority of EUS over CT in detecting liver
lesions, especially when the lesions are small, measuring
less than 1 cm. In this series, the liver was also evaluated
with EUS for diagnosis and staging of gastrointestinal or
pulmonary malignant tumors. EUS-guided FNA aided in
confirming the diagnosis of liver metastases and avoiding
unnecessary surgery in 50% of the patients (Video S1).
Diagnosis of HCC was made in one of the patients in this
series using this modality. Another series by Awad et al23
showed that EUS is a feasible preoperative staging tool for
liver masses suspected to be HCC or metastases. In that
study, 14 patients had undergone evaluation with helical CT
and EUS. EUS not only identified all lesions detected on
CT, but also found new lesions measuring ,0.5 cm in 28%
of the patients. Moreover, two lesions thought to be HCC
based on CT findings were diagnosed as hemangiomas by
EUS Doppler examination. EUS-FNA could be performed in
all patients with liver lesions seen on EUS examination, and
tissue diagnosis changed the management in 67% of these
patients. Malignant lesions detected on EUS examination had
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significant implications in the management of these patients
by upstaging their TNM class.
DeWitt et al24 reported their center’s experience with EUSguided FNA for diagnosis of solid liver lesions. The sensitivity
for diagnosis of malignant lesions ranged from 82% to 94%,
depending on the status of lesions that could not be classified
as benign or malignant. EUS-FNA could be performed without
any complications on all liver lesions; 58% were found to be
malignant and one was HCC. EUS detected malignancy in
41% of patients who previously had negative CT or ultrasound
or both. In that study, EUS-FNA changed the management in
84% of patients by making the initial diagnosis or upstaging
the tumor, and so avoiding unnecessary surgery.
Crowe et al reported a study where they found EUS-FNA
to be as efficacious as CT-FNA in making an accurate diagnosis of liver lesions.25 The diagnostic yield of EUS-FNA
with CT-FNA was comparable with different pathologies as
well. The cytopathologist who examined the tissue obtained
by both techniques concluded that the yield of material by
EUS was similar to that obtained using traditional methods.
One patient in the group that underwent EUS had HCC
compared with four patients in the other group. More than
50% of the patients in whom EUS was performed and who
had malignancy also underwent concurrent biopsies of
adjacent organs.
Hollerbach et al performed a prospective study in which
patients who were found to have liver lesions on imaging
underwent EUS-FNA instead of a percutaneous approach.26
The patients enrolled were at increased risk for bleeding, had
liver lesions ,2 cm in a location that was difficult to access via
CT or an ultrasound-guided approach. The specimen was sent
for both histology and cytology assessment. EUS proved to be
a safe alternative in such patients for diagnosis of malignant
lesions, reaching a sensitivity of 94% and specificity of 100%
when combining both cytology and histology results. Three of
those patients were diagnosed with HCC on biopsy.
Anand et al reported a retrospective study in which they
found EUS-FNA to be an effective diagnostic modality for
investigating lesions from non-pancreatic sites.27 In that study,
they included 27 lesions located in the hepatobiliary region,
of which 23 were liver masses. The liver lesions were located
in the left lobe (n=8), right lobe (n=2), hilar region (n=1),
and multiple areas (n=12). EUS-FNA proved to be an effective method for diagnosing malignant hepatobiliary lesions,
with a sensitivity, specificity, and positive predictive value of
94%, 100%, and 100%, respectively. One patient had HCC
proven on EUS-FNA.
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Role of EUS in diagnosis of HCC
A diagnosis of HCC differs from that of metastatic liver lesions
in that it often coexists with cirrhotic nodules and fibrosis, making it difficult to differentiate with imaging alone. The accuracy
of transabdominal ultrasound, which is used for screening,
ranges from 20% to 96% due to the variable echogenicity of
HCC on imaging.28,29 Bogstad et al reported the first case of
EUS being used for the diagnosis of HCC that had recurred
after treatment.30 In that case, the recurrence was able to be
treated successfully by resection because it was diagnosed at
an early stage. Hollerbach et al reported another case in which
diagnosis of HCC was made in a patient with EUS-guided
FNA. The patient had significant coagulopathy and ascites
secondary to Child C cirrhosis, which precluded him from
undergoing standard CT-guided biopsy.31 This might be the
case with a considerable number of patients with HCC, given
that the disease arises mostly in a background of cirrhosis.
Lai et al published a case report of EUS-guided FNA
of portal vein thrombus being used for diagnosis of HCC.32
Another case was reported by Storch et al, where a diagnosis of HCC was made by FNA of a mass that seemed to
be arising from the pancreas and percutaneous biopsy was
nondiagnostic; simultaneously portal vein thrombus was
also sampled.33 HCC has a greater propensity for spread to
the portal vein either by direct invasion or metastasis, and
occurs in approximately two-thirds of patients. Cirrhosis is a
prothrombotic condition, with the portal vein being one of the
common sites of thrombus formation. EUS with FNA of the
portal vein may play a significant role in such patients by differentiating tumor thrombus from a clot (or bland thrombus).
This is of paramount significance in management because
tumor invasion into the portal vein would deem the patient
both unresec and ineligible for transplant.34
Thus far, there is only one prospective single-center study
done by Singh et al comparing the efficacy of EUS vs CT
for detection of HCC.35 Of seventeen patients at high risk for
HCC enrolled in this study, nine had primary liver cancer
diagnosed by cytology. EUS was able to detect HCC in eight
patients. The diagnostic accuracy of ultrasound, CT, magnetic
resonance imaging, and EUS/EUS-FNA was 38%, 69%,
92%, and 94%, respectively, although the difference was not
statistically significant. The sensitivity of EUS was better
than that of CT for detection of small lesions, thus assisting
in management decisions. The ability to make a cytological
diagnosis with EUS-FNA during the same examination is
another advantage, which makes it a test with high specificity as well. Singh et al also proposed a diagnostic algorithm
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for patients who are highly suspicious for HCC who have
near normal alfa fetoprotein and do not meet the criteria for
noninvasive diagnosis. The results of their study suggested a
potential role of EUS-FNA in diagnosing small HCC missed
or not distinguished on other imaging examinations.
Farrell et al reported a rare case of upper gastrointestinal
bleeding secondary to duodenal invasion of known HCC that
was missed on CT or upper gastrointestinal endoscopy.36
Hematemesis secondary to direct tumor invasion by HCC
itself is very rare, and the subject of very few case reports. In
this case, EUS not only showed the duodenal invasion but also
showed the bleeding vessel near the ulcer base. This shifted
the management of this patient from surgical intervention to
less invasive arterial embolization in the event of bleeding.
Another rare case of metastatic fibrolamellar HCC
(histological variant) diagnosed with mediastinal lymphadenopathy by EUS-FNA was reported by Crowe et al.37
The lymph nodes were located in the retrocardiac and
paraesophageal regions, which are difficult to access with
other modalities. EUS-FNA is a relatively safe and effective
modality for reaching those nodes.

Role of EUS in treatment of HCC
EUS has emerged as a highly sophisticated interventional
modality.38 Considerable advances have been made in the field
of molecular markers study on EUS FNA material as well as
injection of therapeutic agents under EUS guidance.38 EUSguided oncological therapy for pancreatic cancer via local
ablation, brachytherapy, and direct injection of antitumor
agents into the cancer has been described.39
The role of EUS in the treatment of HCC lesions that
are difficult to access by traditional methods has been demonstrated in a few case reports. Di Matteo et al reported a
case of EUS-guided neodymium:yttrium-aluminum-garnet
(Nd:YAG) laser ablation used for treatment of HCC located
in the caudate lobe.40 The lesion was not visualized well
by transabdominal ultrasound, and there were intervening
veins that would have made it not only difficult but also
hazardous to attempt percutaneous treatment. Another
advantage was the location of the lesion, ie, in close proximity to the stomach, which made it easily accessible by EUS.
Another case was reported by Nakaji et al in which EUSguided ethanol injection was performed.41 The patient had
a recurrence of HCC with two new lesions seen on CT, one
of which was treated with radiofrequency ablation and transcatheter arterial chemoembolization, but the second lesion
was located deep within the liver and in close proximity to the
inferior vena cava and hepatic veins, making a percutaneous
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approach difficult. The second lesion remained viable despite
transcatheter arterial chemoembolization therapy, so EUSguided injection of ethanol was tried and follow-up CT
showed complete necrosis of the HCC. Of note, the second
lesion was more clearly visualized by EUS than by transabdominal ultrasound. DiMaio et al reported another case
of EUS-guided ethanol injection being used for metastatic
HCC.42 The success seen in these cases suggests a promising
role of EUS in the treatment of HCC lesions that are difficult
to access by conventional methods.

Disadvantages
The main drawbacks of EUS when used for screening purposes
are that it is invasive and expensive to perform. Concern has
been expressed by some authors that there might be a possible risk of tumor spillage into the peritoneal cavity along
the needle track.43 It is thought that this risk is due to the long
path required to reach the liver capsule in comparison with that
for other cancers, eg, pancreatic cancer, and also HCC being a
more vascular tumor; however, no such cases of tumor spillage
of HCC after EUS FNA have been reported in the literature.
There is also concern about EUS not being able to visualize the
liver completely, especially the parts located under the dome
of the diaphragm and in the right lobe of the liver. We do not
consider that EUS is a replacement for conventional imaging
techniques like CT and/or magnetic resonance imaging, but
it could be a helpful adjunct.

Conclusion
EUS seems to have a promising role in the diagnosis and
management of HCC. It is useful for diagnosing small
lesions, especially when they are located in the left lobe
or hilum, and lesions that are inaccessible by a percutaneous approach. EUS may also play a significant role in the
diagnosis of HCC, given that most of patients have cirrhosis
with regenerative nodules and fibrosis, as mentioned earlier,
which can sometimes pose a diagnostic challenge when using
traditional imaging techniques. Further, these patients often
have coagulation disorders, and EUS may be a safer approach
than the percutaneous route in some of these patients. EUS
might not replace the current screening techniques, but can
be considered in patients who are candidates for liver transplantation or curative resection because it may detect lesions
that are missed by conventional methods. EUS is helpful in
patients with diagnosis of HCC and suspicious nodes that can
be biopsied to rule out extrahepatic spread, ie, information
that is needed prior to proceeding with liver transplantation.
Overall, the literature is limited regarding studies assessing
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the role of EUS in various aspects of HCC. Prospective randomized trials comparing EUS and EUS-guided FNA with
other tools like percutaneous FNA for diagnosis of HCC need
to be done to demonstrate the usefulness of this tool.
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Video S1 of an endoscopic ultrasound-guided fine needle
aspiration of a solid liver mass.
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